UNDERSTANDING SOCIAL CONFLICT
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
SOCIOLOGY AND HISTORY

14-15 DECEMBER 2016
DIPARTIMENTO DI SCIENZE DELLA FORMAZIONE
VIA BIBLIOTECA 4
CATANIA
DAY 1 - DECEMBER 14TH, 2016
DIPARTIMENTO DI SCIENZE DELLA FORMAZIONE, PALAZZO INGRASSIA, ROOM 1

WELCOME 9.30 - 10.00
SANTO DI NUOVO, DIRECTOR - DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF CATANIA
TOVA BENSKI, PRESIDENT – BC4E SOCIAL MOVEMENTS, COLLECTIVE ACTION AND SOCIAL CHANGE - ISRA
MAXIMO PENEDON, CHAIR – SEZIONE TEORIE SOCIOLOGICHE E TRASFORMAZIONE SOCIALI - AIS
TERESA M. CONSOLI, DIRECTOR - LAPPSS, UNIVERSITY OF CATANIA

OPENING SESSION 10.00 – 13.00
INTRODUCTION AND CHAIR: LIANA M. DAHER
TOVA BENSKI - DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES, YIZRAEL VALLEY COLLEGE
CHANGE BEGINS WHERE SILENCE IS BROKEN: WOMENS PEACE MOVEMENTS IN ISRAEL 1902-2016, CONTINUITY AND CHANGE
RITA BICCHI - FACULTY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES, CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF THE SACRED HEART - MILAN
BIOGRAPHICAL FIELD AND LONGITUDINAL INTELLIGIBILITY
ANTIMO L. FABRO - UNIVERSITY OF ROME “LA SAPIENZA”
SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND POPULISMS

BREAK

ELENA FRASCA - UNIVERSITY OF CATANIA
A NEW MANIA: CARBONERIA: CONFLICTS AND AMBIVALENCES (SICILY, 1829-1830)

CINZIA BECCA - UNIVERSITY OF CATANIA
A VIEW OF NAPLES DURING 1799 THROUGH THE TESTIMONIES OF FEMALE REVOLUTIONISTS

SICDANA RAFFAELLE - UNIVERSITY OF CATANIA
A WAR OF SINS, WILES AND QUARRELS. THE CONFLICT BETWEEN HOMEOPATHY AND ALLOPATHY IN SOUTHERN ITALY

THEORY AND METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES 14.30 – 17.00
CHAIRS: GIUSEPPE RESTIFO, ANNA MARIA LEONORA

PAOLO DE NARDIS - UNIVERSITY OF ROME “LA SAPIENZA”
HISTORIANS AND SOCIAL SCIENTISTS: A MARRIAGE OF “INTEREST”?

KRZYSZTOF KOSIELKA - UNIVERSITY OF WARSAW
WHAT DOES AN EMPIRICALLY ORIENTED SOCIOLOGIST LOOK FOR IN RESULTS OF HISTORICAL STUDIES?

GENNARO IORIO - UNIVERSITY OF SALERNO
THEORETICAL THOUGHTS AND HISTORICAL CONTEXT: THE CASE OF SOCIAL RELATION

ROBERTO TUPANO - UNIVERSITY OF CATANIA
BERNARDO TANUCCI’S “TAXPAYER” AND “CONSUMER” PEOPLE DURING MADRID (1756) AND PALERMO (1777) RIOTS

MARIAELENA COSTA - UNIVERSITY OF CATANIA
A COMPARISON OF ARCHIVE DOCUMENTS: POWER CONFLICTS ABOUT NEW BISHOPS’ ESTABLISHMENT IN SICILY (18TH-19TH CENTURIES)

LIANA M. DAHER - UNIVERSITY OF CATANIA
THE UNANTICIPATED CONSEQUENCES OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS: THE LINK SOCIOLOGY-HISTORY

DAY 2 - DECEMBER 15TH, 2016
DIPARTIMENTO DI SCIENZE DELLA FORMAZIONE, PALAZZO INGRASSIA, ROOM 1

COSMOPOLITANISM AND SOCIAL CONFLICT 10.00 – 13.00
CHAIRS: VINCENZO CIOCCHELLI, ELENA FRASCA

VINCENZO CIOCCHELLI - GEMASS - UNIVERSITÉ PARIS DESCARTES
HOW FAR CAN WE GO? THE CHALLENGING ISSUE OF THE EXCLUSION OF OTHERNESS IN THE COSMOPOLITAN SOCIOLOGY

LUIGI MASCILLI MIGLIERINI - UNIVERSITY OF NAPLES “L’ORIENTALE”
PLACE OF CONFLICT OR SEA OF PEACE: THE LONG DURATION OF THE MEDITERRANEAN SPACE

GIUSEPPE RESTIFO, ELINA CIGLIOUZZO - UNIVERSITY OF MESSINA - UNIVERSITY “PEGASO” NAPOLI
INTRA-MEDITERRANEAN CONFLICTS DURING MODERN AGE

BREAK

ANTONIO SACCOPELLI - UNIVERSITY OF TURKU, FINLAND
IDENTITY CONFLICTS AT THE HALF OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: THE HUNGARIAN CASE
(LÁDIOR MÁRKA, ACZTA KRISTOP, GRZEGZHO PRESSBURGER)

AUGUSTO GAMUZZA - UNIVERSITY OF CATANIA
COSMOPOLITAN SOLIDARITY PRACTICES AND IDENTITY CONFLICTS. THE CASE OF INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTEERS FOR DEVELOPMENT IN TANZANIA

CONFLICT AND EDUCATION 14.30 – 17.00
CHAIRS: SERGIO SEVERINO, AUGUSTO GAMUZZA

GIOVANNA DA MOLIN, ANGELA CARBONE - UNIVERSITY OF BARI
THE ITALIAN FAMILY IN THE MODERN AGE: RELATIONSHIPS AND CONFLICTS

SERGIO SEVERINO - KORE UNIVERSITY OF ENNA
MUTUAL MAEVEITS AND RECIPROCITY BETWEEN HISTORY AND SOCIOLOGY

GIOVANNA SUMMERFIELD - AUBURN UNIVERSITY - ALABAMA
INTERDISCIPLINARY CLASSROOMS AS INNOVATIVE SPACES TO RESEARCH AND DISCUSS CONFLICTS AND POSSIBLE CHANGES

ANNA MARIA LEONORA - UNIVERSITY OF CATANIA
EDUCATIONS IN CONFLICTS. STANDARD (VS?) NON-STANDARD FORMS OF SOCIALIZATION IN GENDER PERSPECTIVE

LECTIO MAGISTRALIS
MAURICE AYMARD
ECOLE DES HAUTES ETUDES EN SCIENCES SOCIALES (EHESS) – PARIGI
BRAUDEL AND BOURDIEU: A REMOTE DIALOGUE BETWEEN A HISTORIAN AND A SOCIOLOGIST

CONCLUSIONS

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE: LIANA M. DAHER (PROGRAM COORDINATOR). ELENA FRASCA, AUGUSTO GAMUZZA, ANNA MARIA LEONORA, SIDANA RAFFAELLE
ORGANISATION OFFICE: ELISA CASILGIO, MARIAELENA COSTA, GIUDITTA MAJICA